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UWaterX3 Wireless Action Speaker (BLUE) 
Fully Loaded with Mounts 

• Unconditional Robust Audio 

• Unlimited Mounting Capabilities  
• Virtually Indestructible Rugged Design  
 

Boldly Goes Where No Other Speaker Has Gone Before 

This Action Speaker is small yet generates Robust Boom quality audio over 
85dB (typical of speakers much bigger in size) by using a unique 50mm Driver 
and a Directional Sub-Woofer both embedded in metal chamber. 

The X3 unique design comprises chrome-plated metal rims on top and bottom 

fortified by 7mm thick Grooved Silicon providing a virtually indestructible 
structure vs water, mud, snow, shock & impact. And with its endless mounting 

capabilities, the X3 is by far the world’s most versatile Action Speaker.  
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Moreover - in addition to its numerous outdoor mounts, the X3 comes also 
with a special indoor mount –  an elegant Spiral Chrome-Plated Metal Pedestal  

enhancing indoor hi-fi audio flow and efficient distribution.          

The UwaterX3 Action Speaker combines unlimited mounting capabilities with 
rugged design and superb Bluetooth wireless features including hand free mic. 

The X3 audio is not only robust, but also rich in quality including enhanced 
bass. Wear it, hook it, mount it, fix it, attach it or float it - the opportunities to 

enjoy this Action Speaker are endless. Additionally, it is engineered to be 
completely waterproof, sand-proof, snow-proof, mud-proof, shock & impact 
proof. The UwaterX3 comes with 4 mounts (Bike, Carabiner, Pedestal, Floater) 

and additional mounts are optional (see below). Patents pending.  

30 Day Refund. Extended Warranty.   

  Features 

 Powerful 50MM driver with over 85dB capacity and directional sub-
woofer 

 Rugged Grooved Silicon Shell for 360 degree Protection  
 Chrome-Plated Metal Rims on top and bottom for extra durability 

 IPX7 100% Waterproof Rating (up to 10FT underwater), sand proof, mud 

proof, snow proof, shock proof, impact proof 
 Hands free speakerphone with mic 

 Floats with Floater Mount (included) while playing 

 Play time up to 14 HRS on a single charge 

 Measures 3.2" Diameter x 2.6" (H) Weight 9.5 Oz (270gr)  

 Built-in LED / Voice Indications /Siri 
 Universal 1/4" Thread Mount Connection  
 Low battery indication 

 Play, pause, skip tracks, set volume, activate speakerphone directly from 
the speaker 

Unlimited Mounting 

Opportunities:Bike/Motorcycle/Windshield/Backpack/Wall/Glass/Boat/Mari

ne/Ski/Kayak 



   

Package Includes 

 UwaterX3 Wireless Action Speaker 

 USB Cable 

 Aircraft Grade Aluminum Carabiner Hook + Metal Ring 

 Chrome-Plated Spiral Metal Pedestal 
 Triple-Axis Bike Mount 

 Floater Mount 

 Owners’  Manual 
 Intl warranty 

 Luxury Gift Box (fully sealed)  

 

Optional Accessories 

 Triple-Axis Suction (Wall) Mount 

 Triple-Axis Motorcycle Mount 

 200% Waterproof Case For Smartphones 

 Dual USB Car Charger 
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